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ABSTRACT

Rapid advancements in technology have imperative effect on consumerism. Technological advancements change the way the world operates. The shifting of customer buying patterns is made viable and sustainable through credit cards. Internet merchants are skeptical on Card Not Present transactions. Every advancement has its own intrinsic worth and frailties. Millions of credit card transactions are processed each day. Increases in online shoppers in turn provide more opportunities for credit card usage, which is directly proportional to commit deception. The dearth of tracking fraudulent credit card transactions is due to the increase in white-collar criminals. The way out to this problem is tracked by the behavioral pattern of the customer by implementing the Classifiers Naïve Bayesian and Random Forest to predict the legitimate and fraudulent patterns. The proposed method builds personalize and aggregate model to predict deceitful transactions. Since individual’s transactional behavior varies from one another, there comes the need for personalize and aggregate model. The aggregate model performs better than personalized model. Naive Bayesian approach attains best results for personalized model and Random Forest attains best results for aggregate model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the growth of modern technology the mode of payment of an individual has changed significantly. The use of credit cards had become popular and is inseparable in day-to-day activities. At the same time credit card frauds pose a serious threat [10] [11] [12] for issuer as well as the cardholder. In every year the issuer suffers loss in millions. Besides money, the trust between end users and the issuer is weakened. The transactions through credit card can be broadly classified into card present and card not present transactions. The fraudulent issues related to card present transactions are tracked faster as soon as the physical absence of the card. The possibility of fraud committed through CNPT [13] through online and telephone has always shown an upward trend as compared with other types of physical fraud. Both card issuers and cardholders are interested in finding countermeasures to fight fraud. With growing number of transactions, it is very difficult to process the massive amount of data efficiently.

Data mining techniques is the best approach to explore huge data effectively to produce tangible results. Data mining can play a major role in all types of organisations like finance, IT, sales and services etc. There are different mining techniques used to uncover the hidden information from available structured and unstructured data. Each and every individual have different transactional behaviour. Identifying the Behavioural vector of a customer’s purchase pattern is considered to predict new transactions as dishonest or legitimate. Predictions of new transaction with the aggregate behavioural pattern of customers tend to have promising results compared with prediction based solely on individual behaviour. Few issues and risk factors in data collection of CNPT are data taken for processing is sensitive and confidential, processing cost beside loss incurred are to be considered. Classification using random forest is effective in aggregate model compared with other classification methods, including SVMs, logistic regression and KNN [15].

In this work the two approaches Naive Bayes classifier and random forest is implemented
and tested for personalised model and aggregate model with large data set.

1.1 Naive Bayes classifiers
A straightforward probabilistic classifier based on strong naive assumptions. It is a more independent feature model. It proceeds with an assumption that the existence of a particular feature in a set is not based on the existence and nonexistence of other features in the same set. Its inherent probabilistic nature leads to efficient trained supervised learning. In many complex real life situations the naive Bayes parameters uses the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The added advantage of the Bayes is it efficiency in classifying the parameters with less amount of training data due to its assumption of independent variables(conditionally independent), only the variance of each class to be determined. Bayes calculates the prior probabilities based on previous transactions often used to predict the result. Second is to classify the new transaction. The likelihood probability of the new transaction based on parameters is calculated. The prior and likelihood properties are used to calculate posterior probabilities.

The working of Naïve Bayesian Algorithm is explained as follows.

- Naïve Bayesian classification is used for predicting the nature of an unknown class.
- It works based on Bayes Theorem.
- Based on the prior event’s knowledge, Bayes theorem will predict future events.

\[ P(X|Y) = \frac{(P(Y|X) \times P(X))}{P(Y)} \]

P (X): Hypothesis X’s prior probability
P (Y): Training sample Y’s prior probability
P (X/Y): Probability of X given Y
P (Y/X): Probability of Y given X

Posterior = (Prior * Likelihood) / (Evidence)
Prior probability for Z = (Number of Z objects) / (Total number of objects)
Likelihood of Y given Z = (Number of Z in the vicinity of Y) / (Total number of Z cases)

With small amount of training data, the parameters can be estimated easily by Naïve Bayesian classifier. It is used to solve both binary classification problem and multiclass classification problem.

1.2 Random Forest Method
Random forest is assembly of decision trees each with a predicted output. Each tree is generated using random set of data. It uses divide and conquer approach to predict the new outcome. Each tree is built on a subset of data to predict the value. The collections of all such weak learners are used to ensemble strong learner. Random forest classifier builds many decision trees by sampling with replacement. In each decision tree, random set of features are selected to determine the splitting criterion and the trees are grown. Each tree will vote for a class. Class, which gets majority votes from each decision tree, will be the final classification output. This classifier is especially suitable when the training set is large.

- The number of classifier variables are M and the number of training cases is N
- Number of input variables considered for making decision is m (m< M).
- A training set is chosen with all N training cases. Choose a sample to be the test set and determine the accuracy of prediction by predicting the classes.
- Randomly choose m decision variables based on which decision is made for each node.
- Build the complete tree without pruning.

The new sample to be predicted is moved down the tree towards the terminal node and the label of the node it ends up is considered as its classifier. This is done repeatedly for all the trees in the ensemble and average classification of all trees is considered as final prediction.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Many researchers handle the credit card fraud detection crisis using different mechanisms, supervised model or unsupervised model. Nimisha et al [1] introduced unsupervised technique by dynamically comparing every transaction with user profile and generating the warning for mismatched transactions. FP (Frequent pattern) growth algorithm is used to reveal hidden association rule from the operated transactions to build the Frequent Pattern tree. Zhang yongbin et al [2] proposed an unsupervised model using detection algorithm to compare new transaction against the transaction history. Data pre-processing is applied before detecting the fake transactions. Pre-processing involves collection and transformation of...
transaction data, uses Fuzzy logic for measuring the transaction activities. As a result of detection algorithm legal and suspected behaviours are separated. Another approach [3] is for identifying the different types of transaction based on past history by combining Bayesian learning and rule based filtering.

V. Dheepa et al [4] projected the method for detecting the credit card fraud using support vector machine, it is an emerging trend for solving the classification related problem [5]. Another method proposed by Venkata ratnam et al [6] for detection is data stream outlier detection algorithm using k-nearest neighbours. This outlier indicates the unusual transaction characteristics and the transaction incidence. Neural network [7] is used for classifying the transaction behaviour as different clusters from low to very high risk, uses SMNNN technique for classifying into different group of clusters. Shailesh [8] suggest the Hidden Markov model for handling the same, HMM is standard tool for solving various problems. Many researchers thrash out the revise of similar available card detection mechanisms [9]. Rong-Chang Chen et al [14] proposed a personalized method for fraud identification using SVM and Neural Networks specifically BPN (Back Propagation Network) in order to handle the different behaviours of credit card holder. Pre-processing of data received in transaction level in the form of data aggregation allows to handle heterogeneous multidimensional data effectively by taking into account the necessary fields to develop aggregate model for identifying suspicious transactions [15]. The way business and financial institutions take more effort to prevent fraud is effective when the two main issues time efficiency and cost savings are considered [11]. Different types of frauds are as many as various financial institution products and services. [16]. In this work the performance of Bayes classifier and random forest is tested on aggregate and personalised model.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Proposed method uses behavioural data mining technique to detect fraud. Since transaction behaviour varies from one individual to another, fraud detection is analysed here by building two different models Personalised and aggregate. Personalised model deals with tracking every individual’s current transaction based on the past transnational behaviour of the respective individual. It identifies the purchase patterns of customer based on the transaction set variables assumed below. Each new transaction is analysed based on the set of assumed variables on the individual’s history using random forest and naive Bayes algorithm.

Aggregate model deals with tracking every individual’s current transaction based on the past transnational behaviour of all individuals. It decides the purchase pattern of the customer by considering the below given characteristics of the transaction with all other customers using random forest and naive Bayes.

The transactional set is collected in the form of online questioner. The data collection includes:

- Credit card number: the sixteen digit unique number of each cardholder.
- Transaction number: the unique number generated for each transaction.
- Expiry date of the card: the date up to which the credit card is valid.
- Merchant category: the various merchant categories in which the cardholder may purchase goods.
- Volume of purchase: the quantity of goods purchased by the cardholder.
- Currency Information: specifies whether the cardholder has informed about the changes in currency in situations like travelling overseas.
- Amount of transaction: amount spent by the cardholder for the purchase made by him/her.
- Time of transaction: time at which the cardholder makes transaction (system time considered).
- Frequency of transaction: the number of transactions made in a specified period of time.
- Credit Score: suspicious score calculated for each individual’s transaction

The way business and financial institutions take more effort to prevent fraud is effective when the two main issues time efficiency and cost savings are considered [11]. Different types of frauds are as many as various financial institution products and services. [16]. In this work the performance of Bayes classifier and random forest is tested on aggregate and personalised model.
Advantages of proposed methods are as follows. This study focuses on the performance of algorithm on each model. Thus by comparing the performance of both the models, it is found which model outperforms the other in detecting fraud more accurately thereby eliminating the need for constructing the other. Moreover the factors that are used here like credit score helps to detect fraud more accurately.

The training set and the test set used for building models includes legitimate transaction, fraud transaction as well as suspicious transactions. The diagrammatic representation of how personalized and aggregate models are built is shown in Figure 1.

Sample Test set
The current transaction details entered in the test set are as follows:
- Credit card number: 1234567890123456
- Transaction number: 678954
- Expiry date of the card: 20.12.2020
- Merchant category: Clothing and lifestyle
- Volume of purchase: 5
- Currency Information: Yes
- Amount of transaction: 9000
- Time of transaction: 10:00:00
- Frequency of transaction: 5

Each of the above fields is validated. The data collected is pre processed before processing. After these transaction details are filled, credit score for this transaction is calculated. According to the importance of the factors used for detecting fraud, weightage will be assigned to each of these fields. Credit score is calculated by considering the parameters collected in the questioner. The flag values for each attribute calculated based on the importance of the attribute using information gain.

\[
\text{Score} = (15 \times \text{flagexp}) + (1.5 \times \text{flagmer}) + (2 \times \text{flagvol}) + (2 \times \text{flagdis}) + (20 \times \text{flagcur}) + (3 \times \text{flagamn}) + (3 \times \text{flagtim}) + (2.5 \times \text{flagfrq})
\]

Score ranges from 0 to 50. This set acts as the test set to the classifier for which the class is predicted. Based on credit score, legitimate and fraud transactions are identified.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The ultimate aim of this study is to analyse the performance of personalised and aggregate model and the efficiency of random forest and Naive Bayesian classification on the same. Two personalized model using Naive Bayesian classifier as shown in fig 2 and fig 3 and one aggregate model as shown in fig 4. Two personalised model using random forest as shown in fig 5 and fig 6 and one aggregate model as shown in fig 7. These experiments are carried out using WEKA data mining tool.

The following factors play a major role in analysing the performance. They are listed as follows:
- Accuracy
- Precision
- Recall
- F Measure
- True Positive
- False Positive.
Table 1. Performance of Personalized Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Personalized model -I</th>
<th>Personalized Model II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metrics</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>73.42</td>
<td>57.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.7118</td>
<td>0.5504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.4844</td>
<td>0.4759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>0.5765</td>
<td>0.5104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>0.7115</td>
<td>0.5504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.4495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing the experiment based on above factors clearly show that the Naïve Bayesian is best for Personalized model in detecting fraud accurately when compared to Random Forest classifier as given in table I.

Table 2. Performance of Aggregate Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>66.51</td>
<td>82.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>.625</td>
<td>.7777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>.4725</td>
<td>.4714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>.5381</td>
<td>.5869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>.625</td>
<td>.7777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>.2222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For aggregate model, it is understood clearly that Random forest classifier detects fraud more accurately than Naïve Bayesian classifier since the data set is large in aggregate model as in table II.

Table 3. Personalized Vs. Aggregate Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personalized I</td>
<td>73.42</td>
<td>57.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized II</td>
<td>73.80</td>
<td>54.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated</td>
<td>66.51</td>
<td>82.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table III the performance of aggregate model is better than personalized mode. This eliminates the need for building personalized model, which saves extra cost. Building personalized model for each and every cardholder is practically impossible since we have to maintain separate database for each and every individual.

5. CONCLUSION

The physical experience of in store purchase is irreplaceable for excellent producer consumer relationship and understanding the need and behaviour of end user. E-commerce always has ripple effect for changing customer’s behaviour. The comparative study on the creation of personalized and aggregate model reveals that aggregate model outperforms personalized model in detecting fraudulent transactions. Random Forest best suits than the Naïve Bayes for the aggregate model and Naïve Bayesian best suits personalized model. Since the size of the training dataset is larger for aggregate model when compared to personalized model, the former result was achieved. The credit score of a transaction is one of the most important factor used to predict the transaction. Moving a step ahead, measures should be taken to prevent fraud once it is detected. As an extension of this work alert message can be sent for suspicious transactions. The work can also be extended for card present transactions by learning customers purchase pattern along with additional parameters like customers bank transactional information, location of card usage with respect to its location of issue.
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Figure 2. Predicting current Transaction of Personalized model 1 using Naive Bayesian Algorithm

Naive Bayesian Classification
1234567890123456 660380 true Healthcare Yes low far normal night time less
pgivenI is 0.0923621
pgivenf is 7.575758E-4
pgivena is 0.0
Credit score for current transaction is 5.0
plI is 0.007964033
plf is 0.0
pla is 0.0
potal is 0.030784653
plgiven is 1.0
pfgiven is 0.0
pogiven is 0.0

Class Of Entered Tuple is Legitimate

Figure 3. Predicting current Transaction of Personalized model 2 using Naive Bayesian Algorithm

Naive Bayesian Classification
987654321098765432 691812 false Games Yes high far normal night time more
pgivenI is 0.0
pgivenf is 2.176972E-4
pgivena is 0.0
Credit score for current transaction is 24.5
plI is 0.0
plf is 1.818094E-5
pla is 0.0
potal is 0.0
plgiven is 1.0
pfgiven is 0.0
pogiven is 0.0

Class Of Entered Tuple is Fraud
Naive Bayesian Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1234567890123456</th>
<th>324612</th>
<th>true Oil and Gas</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>near normal</th>
<th>night time</th>
<th>less</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pgiven is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>details 1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00232925</td>
<td>0.736941</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.172413</td>
<td>0.96620575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>details</td>
<td>0.15759473</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6563656</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.8846154</td>
<td>0.86709676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgiven is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>details 1.0</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4675</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.45238096</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgiven is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit score for current transaction is 23.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p11 is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plf is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pls is 0.015675467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppostal is 0.015675467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plpgiven is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptpgiven is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pwpiven is 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class Of Entered Tuple is Suspicious

*Figure 4. Predicting current Transaction of Aggregated model Using Naïve Bayesian Algorithm*

1234567890123456, true, 'Oil and Gas', low, near, No, normal, 'night time', less, 23, '?'

Random forest of 10 trees, each constructed while considering 3 random features.
Out of bag error: 0.4167

Predicting TestSet

1.0 -> Fraud

*Figure 5. Predicting current Transaction of Personalized model 1 Using Random Forest Algorithm*

9876543210123456, 249824, true, Education, low, near, Yes, normal, daytime, less, 0, '?'

Random forest of 10 trees, each constructed while considering 3 random features.
Out of bag error: 0.3333

Predicting TestSet

0.0 -> Legitimate

*Figure 6. Predicting current Transaction of Personalized model 2 Using Random Forest Algorithm*
```
1234567890123456,324612,true,'Oil and Gas',low,near,No,normal,'night time',less,25,'?'
```

Random forest of 10 trees, each constructed while considering 3 random features. Out of bag error: 0.2282

**Predicting TestSet**

2.0 --> Suspicious

*Figure 7. Predicting current Transaction of Aggregated model using Random Forest Algorithm*